GET YOUR DREAM THEATER!

GREAT BUDGET PROJECTORS FROM JVC, SONY & PANASONIC

REDEFINING REFERENCE!
OPPO'S SUPERB BDP-105 IS THE LAST BLU-RAY PLAYER YOU'LL EVER NEED

A NEW LOW FOR SONUS FABER
AWESOME SOUND AT A BREAKTHROUGH PRICE

CURVES FOR SALE

ELITE'S AFFORDABLE LUNETTE SCREEN
COMING ATTRACTIONS

QUARKIE EARPHONES
Looking for original gift ideas? Quirky might be a better name for this brand of earphones, which offers several creatively unique styles: Cat Eye (shown), Snake Eye, Chameleon Eye, (purple) Gemstone, and our favorite, the Rusty Belt (shown). “We make serious headphones with studio-monitor sound quality—but we don’t think they have to look boring” is how Quirkie’s Asian/British design team describes its work. Available in four sizes—XS, S, M, and L—each model has an in-line mic/mute button and uses 0.5-inch “low-distortion, wide-frequency” drivers.

Vipers, Tox: Oh, we forgot to mention the Viper Head earphone. Imagine a snake head protruding from your ear an inch or so with its tongue extended. That’s just creepy. Price: $109

Quirkie • quirkie.com

STEIGER DYNAMICS LEET 3D HOME THEATER PC
It’s not every day you come across a liquid-cooled home theater PC that looks like a high-end audio component. Housed in a brushed aluminum chassis and aimed at hard-core gamers and A/V enthusiasts, the made-to-order LEET Windows 8 computer includes a Blu-ray/DVD writer and is built around Intel Core i3 or i7 processors and NVIDIA’s 4K-ready GeForce GTX 690 video card. Liquid cooling enables overclocking to 5 gigahertz without hurricane-force whirring that makes it sound like the CPU is about to blow. A 120-gigabyte solid-state drive (expandable to 1 terabyte) is standard, and up to 12 TB of hard-disk storage—enough for 1,000 high-def movies—is possible.

Wonder Window: An acrylic window consumesthe top panel, revealing the PC’s impressively neat insides. Price: $1,998 and up

Steiger Dynamics • (855) 915-9000 • steigerdynamics.com